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From blade selection to setup to safe cutting techniques, this class has you covered. 
Be sure to follow our recipes for success, and your bandsaw will be a precision tool in 
your shop in no time.
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Getting Started

Saw Maintenance

Bandsaw tires require maintenance.  If sawdust 
builds up on the tires, you’ll need to clean them. 
With the blade removed, use mineral spirits as a 
solvent for cleaning the tires.

The size of a bandsaw is determined by the 
diameter of the wheels, not the capacity of the 
saw.  The blade runs continuously around the 
two wheels, always driving down toward the 
bandsaw table.

The width of blade a bandsaw will accept 
varies from machine to machine, but generally 
range from as small as 1/8" to as large as 1" or 
more.  The thickness capacity on bandsaws is 
outstanding, usually 6" or more.  
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GlideCote (see the Class Resources PDF) can be 
sprayed onto the tires to reduce the likelihood of 
resin and sawdust building up.  Spritz it on, and 
wipe off the excess.  

Maintain your saw table by coating it with 
GlideCote, or a similar silicone-free lubricant.  
A sealer will prevent your cast iron tables from 
rusting, and well help material move more 
readily across any type of table.

Adding a light to your bandsaw will help you see 
details, and go a long way toward increasing your 
accuracy on the bandsaw.
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A piece of melamine (available at home centers) 
held in place with double-faced tape makes a 
great auxiliary table.  This is very handy when 
you want to make certain parts aren’t falling off 
the table while you’re cutting them.  A kerf cut 
into the melamine creates a spot for the bandsaw 
blade.

Square your bandsaw table by nibbling into the face of a board, stopping the saw, and pivoting the 
board around to the back of the blade.  If the blade slips into the existing kerf, your table is square.  

Most bandsaws have a stop bolt that positions the table at a perfect 90-degrees.  Reposition the bolt 
as needed to act as a positive stop for the table.  Check your owner’s manual.
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Blade Selection

Hook and skip tooth patterns are common for woodworking.  A hook tooth is more aggressive than 
a skip tooth.  A good rule of thumb is to have 3-4 teeth in the stock when cutting.  The thinner the 
material, the higher the tooth count should be.  A 4 tpi (tooth per inch) blade is a good general purpose 
choice.  Width of blade depends on the curve you’re trying to cut.  A 1/4" wide blade is good for most 
cuts.  Resawing requires a wider blade and low tooth count.  Use narrow blades to cut small circles.

Before installing a blade, be sure the teeth point 
down toward the table.  Sometimes blades get 
turned inside out, which will cause the teeth to 
point the wrong way.

Thread the blade onto the saw.  If necessary, 
use a spring clamp to hold it onto the top wheel.  
Make sure the blade isn’t detouring around 
anything it shouldn’t.  

Apply a little tension, hand turn the wheel, and 
watch the tracking.  Shoot for the teeth of the 
blade being centered on the tire (on narrow 
blades), using the tracking adjustment to 
position the blade. No part of the blade should 
be projecting off the back of the tire.  
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Check tension by applying gentle pressure to the side of the blade.  It shouldn’t deflect more than 1/4”. 

Position the thrust bearing so it’s .003” behind 
the blade.  The thrust bearing shouldn’t spin 
when the blade is idling with no cutting pressure 
on the blade.

Position the guide blocks so the front of the 
block is behind the gullets of the blade.  It’s very 
important that steel blocks and guide bearings 
are never allowed to touch the teeth.
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Phenolic guide blocks can be gently pushed 
against the blade and locked in place.   Steel 
blocks should have .003” space (use paper as a 
spacer) between the blocks and the blade.  Guide 
bearings should also be .003” from the blade.  

Repeat this process for the thrust bearing and 
guides below the table.

When you remove and coil a blade, be sure to 
add a piece of masking tape to the coil so it can’t 
suddenly spring open.

Wide blades should be centered on the tire.  
Make sure that no part of a blade ever projects 
off the wheel.  Be sure to back off your thrust 
bearing and guides before putting the wide 
blade on, so the blade isn’t rubbing on anything 
as you install it.
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Basics of Cutting

You’ll get the best control by allowing the heels of your hands to rest on the bandsaw table, and 
controlling the cut with only your fingers.  Here are some more tips.

• Keep the upper guide as close as possible to your work, without rubbing.

• Keep your feed rate consistent and smooth.  Slow, accurate cutting is better than cutting fast 
and missing your line.

• Try to maintain a fluid motion rather than constantly starting and stopping

• When possible, anchor one hand and use your fingers as a pivot point.

• Watch your hand position when you’re exiting a cut.  At this point it’s often best to pull, rather 
than push, the board.

Making Cuts

Relief cuts allow you to cut a small radius that, 
without relief cuts, a blade wouldn’t be able 
to handle.  Cut straight up to the line so that as 
you’re working through the curve, the waste 
pieces can fall out of the way of the blade.

Nibbling is a great technique for finishing 
square inside corners or straight internal edges. 
Be sure that you’re making very light passes as 
you do the nibbling.
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Compound Cutting

Compound cutting is a great way to get three dimensional objects from blocks of wood.  It’s useful 
for furniture making, such as cabriole legs, and carving, such as duck decoys.  For more on cabriole 
legs, check out the WWGOA class on this topic.

Trace the pattern onto both faces of the blank.  Once you’ve made the cuts from one face, you’ll 
need to use masking tape to put the pieces back together so you can cut the adjacent face. 

When any bandsaw cut includes a sharp inside corner that will require backing out of the cut, make 
the shortest and straightest cut first. 

Duplicate Parts

There are a variety of ways to cut a pile of 
identical duplicate parts.  If your saw has the 
capacity to do it you can stack the parts, holding 
them together with double-faced tape, and 
cut them all at once.  Keep them in a stack 
until you’re done sanding, and they have to be 
identical.
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Another approach to cutting many identical pieces 
is to build and use a pattern follower.  Be sure 
the arm of the follower is above the stock you’re 
cutting.  This is a great approach when the parts 
you’re cutting don’t lend themselves to a double-
faced tape stack.

Remember that the more the follower projects 
past the blade, the more waste you’ll leave 
outside of your pattern.   If there’s too much 
waste, it’ll be hard to flush trim.  Shoot for 1/16” 
to 1/8” of waste outside the pattern.
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Cutting non-ferrous metals

You can easily cut non-ferrous metals on your bandsaw.  Thin stock calls for a blade with a high tooth 
count.  10+ teeth per inch works great.  A 14 tpi blade is used in the class.  Remove dust collection to 
prevent hot metal filings from getting into your sawdust barrel and starting a fire.  
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Single point contact resawing is very simple to set up and use.  Build a jig for your bandsaw and set it up 
the correct distance from the saw blade.  Be sure you’re using a suitable resaw blade.

Resawing

It’s very important that the contact point of 
the jig is in front of the teeth of the blade.  Your 
board must contact the fence before it contacts 
the blade.

Mark out a line on the edge of the board 
indicating where you want to make the cut.  
As you cut you’ll need to steer a little so you 
can keep the blade on the line.  The fence will 
stabilize the board and help with consistency 
of cut.
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Resawing with drift compensation is more complicated to set up than a single point fence, but worth 
learning.  Here are the key points to this process:

• Mark a line on a board that is parallel to a straight edge

• Free hand cut to the line, feeding at whatever angle is required to make a straight cut.

• When you’ve established the correct feed angle stop the saw, freeze the board in place, and 
trace the edge onto your bandsaw table.

• Set your resaw fence to the angle you just found.

• Do test cuts to determine if your fence angle is correct.  

• Once the test cuts feed correctly, you’re ready to resaw.

• Use a feather board to keep your material tight to the fence, but don’t allow it to push on the 
blade.
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If the insert in your table is worn, leaving a large 
gap between the blade and the insert, you can run 
into the problem of small parts getting jammed 
between the blade and insert.

A simple solution can be found in the form of a 
piece of scrap plywood.  Using your bandsaw, cut 
a kerf into the piece, stopping at the approximate 
center.  Use double-faced tape to hold the new 
auxiliary table in place, and you’ll have zero 
clearance around your saw blade.

Eliminate Jams

An alternative for preventing jams is replacing 
the insert.  You’ll need to find one that was 
specifically made for your saw.  Carefully cut a 
kerf into the insert to allow the blade to enter.

Enjoy Your Bandsaw!
Thanks for purchasing this Class from the Woodworkers Guild of America.  

If you have a question on any technique or step you’ve seen in this Class, or need any added 
help, please use the “Class Q&A Resource” feature you have access to with the online video 
Class.  A WWGOA Academy instructor will assist you.

Please explore the other great  
woodworking classes that are  
available through WWGOA  
Academy, by visiting the  
SHOP area at: WWGOA.com

To see a huge selection of 
woodworking projects, tips, and 
videos, go to WWGOA.com

Also follow us on Facebook & 
Twitter to become a part of our 
woodworking community.
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My Notes


